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Purpose and Approach         10 min
• Presentation grades as seperate grading 

in the checkmark module.
• Use a quick grading method to type in 

grades and feedback.

Valid from Moodle version 3.11

Set presentation grading individually [A] or via the quick grading method [B] 2

Students tick exercises
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Create checkmark, activate presentation grading1
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A

In case of an individual grading the presentation 
grades are set in the section ”Feedback” (below the 
grade for the exercise). Optionally you can give a 
feedback. Don´t forget to save your changes.

Create a checkmark as shown in the Cheat Sheet ”Use the 
Checkmark Module”. To track presentation grading set the first 
parameter to ”Yes”.  Choose the type and the maximum grade 
in the second parameter (e.g. type ”Point” and maximum gra-
de ”20”). To show the presentation grade in an extra column 
in the gradebook set the third parameter to ”Yes”.

   

If necessary grade the checkmarks as 
explained in the Cheat Sheet ”Use the 
Check  Module”.
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Extra column for persentation grading in the grader report4

Carry out quick grading method, enter presentation grading and feedback, then save3
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Short description of the procedure:

1. Create a checkmark exercise as shown in the Cheat Sheet ”Use the ceckmark module”. 
To track presentation grading set the first parameter to ”Yes”.  Choose the type and 
the maximum grade in the second parameter (e.g. type ”Point” and maximum grade 
”20”). To show the presentation grade in an extra column in the gradebook set the 
third parameter to ”Yes”.

After the students have ticked their exercises open the checkmark and click on ”View 
submissions”. If necessary grade the checkmarks as explained in the Cheat Sheet ”Use 
the checkmark module”.

2. There are two possibilites to set the grades in the presentation grading. You can grade 
every student individually [A] or use the quick grading method to set all the grades 
and feedback in the table view. [B].

[Case A] In case of an individual grading the presentation grades are set in the secti-
on ”Feedback” (below the grade for the exercise). Optionally you can give a feedback. 
Don´t forget to save your changes.

[Case B] To carry out the quick grading method activate the checkbox ”Allow quick 
grading” and click „Save preferences”.

3. Now enter the grades in the column ”Grade (presentation)” for each student [3a]. Op-
tionally you can give your feedback to the students in the column ”Feedback (presen-
tation)”. Save by clicking ”Save all my feedback” [3b].

Click on ”See all course grades”.

4. As you can see in the grader report an extra column for the presentation grading with 
the prefix ”PT” has been created. This column results from the activated parameter 
”Track presentation grades” in Step ”1”. Use this grading aspect for special course 
evaluations as shown in the Cheat Sheet ”Complex Grading” (only available in ger-
man).
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